
Posted by Ed Cognoski @ 8:00 AM Thu, Apr 17, 2008

Fairness facilitates cooperation. Cooperation facilitates group success. The group
success of homo sapiens is obvious. Chimps? Endangered species.

[BLOGMEISTER JEFFREY SEZ: Not until *we* endangered 'em. They succeeded
for many hundreds of thousands of years until they ran into human tech. And
they show plenty of examples of cooperation. Check out any of Jane Goodall's
books.]

report as objectionable

Posted by Ed Cognoski @ 8:27 AM Thu, Apr 17, 2008

Perhaps we are endangering them now because we have evolved a sense of
fairness that facilitates cooperation that leads to us overrunning the planet. Our
evolutionary *success* is leading to the chimps' extinction. And maybe it's all
because of the evolution of that fairness gene. Won't it be ironic if our *success*
leads to our own extinction. It'd be only fair.

report as objectionable

Posted by Jeff @ 10:42 AM Thu, Apr 17, 2008

There are dozens of other studies that show many other animals have a
conception of fairness, even economic fairness. These range from dolphins to
monkeys to dogs. So, the idea that other animals don't have a concept of
fairness is incorrect.

report as objectionable

Posted by Ed Cognoski @ 10:57 AM Thu, Apr 17, 2008

The more scientists study other species, the harder it is to identify *any* trait
unique to humans. Given that we share 98% of our DNA with the other great
apes, that's to be expected. I doubt anyone will find a 'fairness gene' in that 2%
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Unlike chimpanzees, undergraduates prefer
fairness -- God's hardwiring or evolution?
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Jeffrey Weiss    E-mail   News tips

An article in the April issue of the scientific journal Psychological Science
discusses a brain-scan experiment done on (who else?) university
undergraduates. Cutting lots of detail: The students engaged in a money-related
activity (the Ultimatum Game) where the results could feel more or less fair --
but even a relatively unfair result could leave the player with more money than
s/he started with. Turns out that part of the pleasure centers of the brain fire up
when the result seems more fair. But that the "reasoning" center can fire up
enough to override the emotion center. The neural equivalent of rolling your
eyes and saying "well, at least that's better than nothing."

The study was performed by Golnaz Tabibnia, Ajay B. Satpute, and Matthew D.
Lieberman, all of UCLA. Their paper is entitled: "The Sunny Side of Fairness
Preference for Fairness Activates Reward Circuitry (and Disregarding Unfairness
Activates Self-Control Circuitry)" The article isn't online, but here's a news
release with some details.

So if we're hardwired to feel pleasure when we're treated fairly, how did that get
there? God? Evolution?

I was reminded of this study reported last year where experimenters got
chimpanzees to play the Ultimatum Game. Apparently chimps don't care about
"fair." They only care about "is this better than nothing?" So if we evolved the
hardwiring, it must have happened after the lineages split. Or if it got there
some other way...?
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